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_ PROJECT CREDITS: 

| A participatory sound art project by:  
Paz Ponce (Spanish curator)| In collaboration 
with: Eran Eizenhamer (Israeli architect) 

| Project frame:  
Drisat Regel Festival - B_Tours Tel-Aviv/Jaffa/
Lod  
17 - 20 May 2017  
P.A.R.T.1 Festival Partizipativer Kunst in 
Berlin  
25.08.17 - 03.10.17 

| Cooperation partners:  
Jindas Urban Regeneration Lod, Center for 
Contemporary Art Tel-Aviv, Artport Tel-Aviv-
Jaffa, Agora Collective e.V. (Berlin) and 
B_Tour (Berlin). 

| Supported by:  
Mifal HaPais Council for the Culture and Arts, 
and The German Israeli Future Fund(Stiftung 
Deutsch-Israelische Zukunftsforum) and Artport. 

| Keywords:  
#psycho-geography,#walterbenjamin,#perception 
#dreams,#immigration,#mixed-urban-environments, 
#flâneur,#orality,#archive,#community,#radio 
#participation,#storytelling,#soundscape. 
 
| Links:  
www.pazponce.com  http://eraneizenhamer.com/  
http://www.b-tour.org/participatory-strategies-
f o r - m i x e d - n e i g h b o r h o o d s - - - l o d - a n d -
neukoumllln.html  
 
| Project references*:  
A project inspired by works of German authors 
Walter Benjamin and G.C.Lichtenberg.  

 

| Image: Brain Theta Waves 4-8 Hz (duplicated) 
(Reduced consciousness, deep meditation, 
dreams, light sleep, REM sleep) 

THE DREAMERS 
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http://www.pazponce.com
http://eraneizenhamer.com/
http://www.b-tour.org/participatory-strategies-for-mixed-neighborhoods---lod-and-neukoumllln.html
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_ PROJECT CONCEPT: 

THE DREAMERS (CHAPTER #1:LOD/LYDDA) is a 
participatory art project that proposes a walk 
through the historic city of Lod based on a 
collection of oral stories involving the 
dreams of several generations of its 
residents. A psycho-acoustic radio atlas of 30 
minutes duration about the every-night life of 
Lod’s neighbors of Ramat Eshkol, broadcasted 
in sleeping tense. 

Why our whole history is only that of awake 
men? How come nobody ever considered a history 
of sleeping men? Dreaming participates in 
history too.  

Inspired by these original thoughts by German 
scientist and philosopher G.C.Lichtenberg, and 
German Jewish philosopher and cultural critic 
Walter Benjamin, THE DREAMERS echoes these 
questions in the form of an archive of dreams, 
inviting the public to experience the city 
through the unconscious lens of the others.  

The project plays with the ambiguity of the 
word “dream” (in Hebrew, Arabic, English and 
German), and asks people to recall a specific 
one. The resulting collection of oral stories 
will be then assembled in a community radio 
format, as one line of voices - mixing 
languages, events, projections, desires, 
fictional and future scenarios and mindscapes 
in the liminal space between the real and the 
surreal. THE DREAMERS community RADIO will be 
later made available online (Soundcloud)and 
shared with the public through an interactive 
walk. Supported by a map with an index of 
dreams and places, the walkers will (sleep) 
walk through the city of Lod arriving at Khan 
El Hilu (a former caravansary, an inn for 
travelers and merchants from the Ottoman Era 
located at the core of the medieval city of 
Lydda). At this resting point festival 
participants will be invited to tell a dream 
of their own and add it to THE DREAMERS 
community radio channel. 

The project frames the importance of 
vocalizing all the coexisting layers of 
narration and visions of life attached to our 
daily conversational routines, opening a time 
to fade to simple things: like the acts of 
listening and imagining. Empathic minimal 
gestures which can become incredibly powerful 
political dialogues, depending on the context 
where the question is formulated: can you tell 
me a dream? 

| Image: The potential walks for THE 
DREAMERS project, highlighted are meeting 
and arrival point. Navigation will be free, a 
map will suggest “sound-marks” through the 
city supported by an index of dreams. Above: 
Lod/Israel, Below: Neukölln/Berlin/Germany.
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_ PROJECT CONTEXT 

Framed under a double-headed production of 
participatory cultural projects happening in 
Germany and Israel for Drisat Regel Festival - 
B_Tours Tel-Aviv/Jaffa/Lod; B_Tours Berlin 
(April/September 2017), and P.A.R.T.1 Festival 
Partizipativer Kunst in Berlin (25.08.17 
-03.09.17), this project draws a parallel 
between the Berliner neighborhood of Neukölln 
and the city of Lod. The Israeli Dreamers 
chapter will focus on Ramat Eshkol, a 
neighbourhood in the mixed jewish-arab city of 
Lod, 15km southeast of Tel Aviv inhabited by 
several waves of jewish and arab refugees; 
whereas the German Dreamers chapter focuses on 
Rixdorf, a community firstly founded in 1737 
by Bohemian refugees that became later 
integrated in the district of Neukölln, 
Southeast Berlin.  

The project highlights the mixed profile of 
both places - understood here in the sense of 
identity, as a mosaic of ethnicities, cultures 
and beliefs; being multi-lingual communities 
originated by several historic waves of 
immigrants and political exiles. After long 
standing inter-ethnical clashes, integration 
struggles and equality challenges that emerged 
in these areas, these communities who live 
side by side for generations often ask 
themselves: what do we have in common? 

Well, we propose to start with dreams. 

In a context of intergenerational migration 
stories, THE DREAMERS appropriates the 
etymological parallelism of movement implicit 
between the active subject of the immigrant 
and the way he/she takes (in German “Die 
Einwanderer” is the migrant, the walker in or 
towards a direction), therefore the choice to 
publish this dreamers’ archive as a 90 minutes 
(sleep)walk through a specific route. With 
this identification, we want to add “walking” 
alongside the acts of “listening” and 
“imagining” as simple yet powerful forms of 
(political) dialogue.

| Image above: Old drawing depicting the 
Ancient City of Lydda between 1890 and 
1900; merchant’s resting scene.  
| Image below: Monumental sign remembering 
the exile of Bohemian refugees coming into 
Neukölln, Berlin, in 1737.
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| Image: Views of the Ancient City of Lydda 
(Lod) in Israel depicting Khan El Hilu, the inn - 
Ottoman Era Caravansary for travelers and 
merchants (18th Century). Signs to the historic 
site and contemporary views of the place, 
Image of the night community market taking 
place in Khan El Hilu nowadays (Restoration: 
Jindas Urban Regeneration Lod).

_ THE DREAMERS #LOD CREDITS: 

| Project organizers:  
Paz Ponce (curator, ES/DE)  
Eran Eizenhamer (arquitect, IL) 

| Cooperation partners:  
Jindas - Urban Regeneration Lod  
Mosaic: Chicago Community Center in Lod 

| Links:  
https://www.jindas.org.il  
http://www.iataskforce.org/entities/view/1332  
 

 

https://www.jindas.org.il
http://www.iataskforce.org/entities/view/1332
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| Images: Richardplatz in Neukölln, Berlin. 
Views from the former Smith’s Workshop from 
the Bohemian Era (18th Century) and picture 
of the popular Christmas Market that takes 
place yearly at Richardplatz. 

_ THE DREAMERS #NEUKÖLLN CREDITS: 

| Project organizers:  
Paz Ponce (curator, ES/DE)  
Eran Eizenhamer (architect, IL) 

| Cooperation partners:  
AGORA Collective e.V.  
Club Real Art Collective e.V. (Georg Reinhardt, 
Marianne Ramsay-Sonneck, Thomas Hauck)  

| Links:  
http://agoracollective.org  
https://clubrealblog.com  

http://agoracollective.org
https://clubrealblog.com
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_ WORKING PROCESS: THE DREAMERS is a 
participatory art project involving several 
communities in different stages: 

STAGE 1: DREAM COLLECTION PHASE. The project 
organizers will work close to a local 
association in Lod: Mosaic - Chicago Community 
Center in Lod. The mission of this community 
center is to increase encounters, respect and 
meaningful dialogue between the communities - 
Jewish and Arabs alike - living in the Ramat 
Eshkol neighborhood in Lod. In this phase, we 
will work on several public spots of the 
district interviewing passerbies and specific 
families with the help of volunteers from the 
Chicago Center. The target of this phase are 4 
generations of neighbors from different 
migration backgrounds: elderly, adults, youth 
and children.  

Technical aspects: The dreams will be recorded 
with Binaureal Microphones/Earphones. This 
two-functions in one enhances realistic field 
recording. Binaureal sound splits different 
sound frequencies between left and right ear 
which are later refracted by the auditory 
cortex of the brain, producing a 3D audio 
image of the (sound) environment. Binaureal 
beats are scientifically proven to induce 
relaxation and meditative-like effects as the 
two tones are balanced in one by the brain 
(frequency following response). This project 
ambitions to create a meditative atmosphere 
where the public listening to the dreams “tune 
in”.  

STAGE 2: DREAM EDITING PHASE. All recordings 
will be anonymous, just a voice in the air 
where the focus lies in the rhythmic oral 
qualities of the storytelling act. The project 
focuses on an audible format responding to the 
organizers’ intention of providing an intimate 
space where strangers can share a (big) part 
of their lives that they usually tend to 
forget in the morning. The recordings may 
contain different languages, respecting the 
wish of the dream tellers. The multiplicity of 
languages and the rhythmic orality qualities 
of the narrations together with the physical 
qualities of the sound are intended to enhance 
this meditative atmosphere… 

The audio stories will be later edited in a 
single streaming channel as a COMMUNITY RADIO 
of dreamers (allowing later additional audio 
layers to the podcast as the project is 
implemented in further areas). THE COMMUNITY 
RADIO - will be published at Soundcloud 
platform. The tracks will be uploaded as a 
single streaming channel, together with a 
score containing: titles for the dreams.  

| Image 1: Binaural sound localization (image 
from www.freesoftwaremagazine.com)  
Image 2: graphics of 4 binaueral beats brain 
waves state, from Binaural Beats meditation

http://www.freesoftwaremagazine.com
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An important aspect of this project is that we 
do not offer translations, but every track will 
add THE DREAMING DIARY NOTES as comments to the 
soundcloud file. This diary will be made by the 
project organizers, and it’s a dialogue between 
them about the content of the dreams, since one 
of the parts does not speak the local language 
(Hebrew, Arab…). These diary notes transcribed 
as comments will grow online as the project 
develops, allowing the community of listeners 
to write their own impressions, becoming a 
collective dreaming score. The afterlife of 
this archive of dreams online is very important 
for us.  

STAGE 3: DREAM WALK PREPARATIONS. The project 
organizers will work closely to the local 
association Jindas - Urban Regeneration Lod, a 
citizen-driven initiative committed to Lod’s 
revitalization and the full participation of 
city residents in that process. THE DREAMERS 
project will work together with volunteers from 
Jindas in conditioning a resting area in Khan 
Khilu where the walk will finish. One of the 
arched spaces of the former caravansary will be 
conditioned as DREAM DONATION ROOM, where 
members of the audience will be invited to tell 
their own dreams which will be later added to 
the COMMUNITY RADIO. 

STAGE 4: DREAM WALK. The Festival’s public will 
be meeting at the facilities of Jindas - Urban 
Regeneration in Lod where they will be given a 
map with an index of dreams and suggested 
“sound-marks” in the space. For those not 
carrying headphones those will be made 
available by the Festival’s administration in 
this reception point. These “sound-marks” are 
no compulsory navigation pattern for the walk 
but suggestions. The point of arrival is Khan 
El Hilu. The duration of the full oral archive 
of dreams will be 30 minutes (classic short-
film time). 

STAGE 5: BERLIN’S CHAPTER. Same process will be 
implemented during the days of P.A.R.T.1 
Festival of participatory art in Berlin. The 
local associations for this chapter will be 
Agora Collective e.V., and Club Real Art 
Collective. The walking route will connect 
Agora’s facilities with Richardplatz, a 
historic site originally intended to host 
travelers and merchants that came to sell their 
goods in the former city of Cöln, finding a 
parallelism with Khan El Hilu in Lod. The 
archive of Berliner dreamers will be added to 
the COMMUNITY RADIO, which will be made 
available online. In this phase, another 
DREAMING DIARY NOTE will be created, since one 
of the parts of the project does not speak the 
local language (German, Turkish, Arab…). 

| Image: 1-2. Examples of Soundcloud audio 
files, possibilities of interactions, tags, creating 
a collective score through comments.  
3-4, Khan El Hilu (aerial views); 5. Example of  
binaural microphone/headphones we are 
looking for
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_ ABOUT US!  

THE DREAMERS is a participatory sound art project by:

| Drawings: Ear 1, Ear 2, “An acoustic portrait 
of Paz Ponce and Eran Eizenhamer”. Pencil on 
paper, 2017, Paz Ponce. 

PAZ PONCE (ES,1985)  
Curator, Art historian & Art Educator 

 
I am a Spanish independent curator based in Berlin.  

Here I develop/study/accompany experimental participatory approaches to art 
education & artistic research process in the form of residency programs, 

community learning environments, archive-research projects and art education 
workshops for children and youth in collaboration with municipal cultural 

institutions, Berliner schools, EU-sponsored culture programs, independent 
art networks and project spaces in the city. With a background in art 

history and a critical interest in archival practices and culture mapping, I 
research on identity formation mechanisms with special attention to the 

notion coined by political theorist Hannah Arendt of “the common 
interest” (weltliche Bezug).I am interested in the symbols, collective 

archetypes and temporary needs bounding us (or “world-ing” us) together as a 
society. An “architecture of the collective” where memory, semantics and 

iconography play a relational role, and where I conceive language as a 
synesthetic and playful attitude towards life and knowledge.  

Most often my work is linked to Agora Center for Contemporary Practices as 
Project Coordinator of AFFECT Residency Program, and berlinerpool arts 

network | mobile archive, as Chief Curator of the archive of visual artists. 
An integral part of my practice is devoted to artistic education. Issues of 
identity, memory and the city come together in #Philopoetics, a pedagogical 

methodology I am exploring in the form of series, developing educational art 
projects which stimulate in children a sense of poetry of the every day 

life. In my workshop proposals I integrate elements from public history, 
literature, philosophy, psychology and urban studies. The methodology of the 
workshops are walks through the city guided by different artists; the format 

the workshop ends into is an archive of assembled materials, collages or 
“constellations” (Walter Benjamin). My curatorial and educational projects 

can be found at www.pazponce.com . 

ERAN EIZENHAMER (IL, 1973)  
Architect & Education Director at the White City Center Tel Aviv  

I’m an Architect working in my own practice in Tel Aviv. I find myself 
having an  interest in merging architecture with urban theory in people's 
everyday life, alongside with realization in real life. I produce education 
projects that involve learning and the city life. My believe is that the 
city is our school and the city residents are the teachers and the students. 
Classes could happen anywhere in our city intertwined with our lives.  
These line of action and thought materializes in New City Project, a 
platform to connect people through learning, knowledge and skills. In the 
last year I join a new German -  Israeli institute that is being 
established in Tel Aviv: The White City Center. This new institute brings 
together contemporary architecture, thinking and research of Tel Aviv as a 
modern city. My part in this project is developing an education department 
based on a new approach of multidisciplinary creation as Art, design and 
Architecture.  
Im now on my second year in the M.A. Program in Art Theory at ‘Bezalel’ 
Academy for Art and Design (Jerusalem). I'm writing my master thesis 
focusing on our daily life and the way it can influence the architecture of 
our neighborhoods. A few of my past projects can be seen at  my web site: 
eraneizenhamer.com and here www.Newcityproject.org. 

http://agoracollective.org
http://projects.agoracollective.org/affect/
https://berlinerpool.de
http://www.pazponce.com
http://eraneizenhamer.com/
https://www.newcityproject.org/home-page


_ PROJECT CONTACT: 

| Project organizers:  
Paz Ponce (Spanish curator)  
pazppb@gmail.com  
www.pazponce.com  
 
| In collaboration with:  
Eran Eizenhamer (Israeli architect)  
eran20@gmail.com  
www.eraneizenhamer.com    

| Festival project curators:  
Iris Pshedezki iris.pshedezki@gmail.com   
Gili Zaidman gilizai@gmail.com   
Yael Sherill (B-Tour Artistic Director) 
yael.sherill@b-tour.org   

| Festival updates:  
http://www.b-tour.org 
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